Effects of toki-shakuyaku-san (Tsumura TJ-23) on electrical activity in neuroblastoma cells and frog neuromuscular junctions.
Toki-shakuyaku-san (Tsumura TJ-23) is a Chinese medicine which has been used for the treatment of gynecological symptoms in aged women. There are several reports on the usefulness of this drug in the treatment of cognitive disorders. We studied the effects of toki-shakuyaku-san on electrical activity in NG108-15 cells, a cell line of differentiated neuroblastoma x glioma hybrid cells, and on frog neuromuscular transmission. In the hybrid cells, an extract of toki-shakuyaku-san slightly depolarized the membrane potential, and strongly decreased the peak heights of the Na+ and Ca2+ current components of the action potential. The order of potency for NG108-15 cells of the 5 ingredients in toki-shakuyaku-san was soujyutsu >> shakuyaku, takusha, toki, senkyu. In voltage-clamped NG108-15 cells, toki-shakuyaku-san and soujyutsu decreased the Na+, K+, and Ca2+ current components. Toki-shakuyaku-san and soujyutsu also induced an increase in the intracellular calcium concentration. However, toki-shakuyaku-san did not affect neuromuscular transmission in the frog sartorius muscle. The results suggest that the effects of toki-shakuyaku-san on neurons are multiple, and tissue- and species-specific, and its effect derives mainly from soujyutsu.